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Abstract—Linux containers are shaping the new era of
building applications. With their low resource utilization
overhead and lightweight images, they present an appealing
model to package and run applications. The faster boot time of
containers compared to virtual/physical machines makes them
ideal for auto-scaling and on-demand provisioning. Several
methods can be used to spawn new containers. In this paper we
compare three different methods in terms of start time, resource
consumption and post-start performance. We discuss the
applicability, advantages and shortcomings of each method, and
conclude with our recommendations.
Keywords—Linux containers, checkpoint and restore, live
migration, performance analysis.

to serve any queries. In such cases, as we will show later, the
readiness latency can be significantly higher than the start time.
Thus, even with low-TTS instantiations, performance
scaling may lag. If, however, a new instance can be created
while avoiding the application initialization costs, it instantly
becomes available for service. Furthermore, if it gets access to
a warm runtime cache state from the outset, without having to
go through a cache warming phase, it may be able to provide
peak service instantaneously, resulting in a truly low TTS.
To validate these conjectures, in this paper we compare
three methods of scaling containers:
•

Cold-scale: using the traditional method of starting
containers from an original image. The application
process(es) inside the container will be instantiated after
the container set up.

•

Warm-scale: using a pre-processing step in which a
container’s application is allowed to initialize, and then
checkpointed into what we call as a warm-image. Any
new instance of the corresponding application is then
created from this warm-image.

•

Hot-scale: based on live-cloning of a running container in
order to create another instance of the same type. The
newly created instance will have the exact state of the
already running instance, including its caches, except it
will have a new identity (instance name, network
configuration, etc.)

I. INTRODUCTION
Linux containers have emerged as a technology with a
multitude of use cases that span from sharing the infrastructure
resources [47], to implementing platform-as-a-service [48], to
simply using them to manage applications that are deployed in
virtual machines (VMs) [49]. In this study, we focus on
containers as a means to conveniently package and port
applications to different platforms
In an elastic deployment model, where demand drives the
number of instances an application may have, auto-scaling
application instances runs into a time-to-scale (TTS) issue.
With horizontal scaling1, a long TTS, such as with VMs, either
causes a period of suboptimal performance while waiting for
new instances to become ready, or demands predictive
measures to spawn new instances ahead of time. Containers
have a much smaller start-time, and therefore are a better fit for
on-demand application scaling with a significantly reduced
TTS.
However, the start time does not necessarily mean that the
application’s process(es) within the container is (are) ready. In
this study, we distinguish between the container start-time and
its application readiness latency. We use start-time to refer to
the time needed to get a container up and running, and
readiness latency to also include the time it takes for the
application within the container to load and initialize before it
is ready to provide its intended functionality. For example, an
in-memory database2 would first have to read configuration
data as well as its internal tables from disk, load them into
memory, and carry out its initialization steps, before it is ready
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In horizontal scaling the number of instance is changed as opposed to
vertical scaling where the resources allocated to a given instance are changed.
2
For simplicity, we use the terms database and database management system
(DBMS) interchangeably

In our experiments we observed that warm-scaled
containers improve the readiness of an application, with
minimum storage overhead. Hot-scaled containers better
readiness along with application throughput, although they
could impose performance implications at the source instance
and a significant storage overhead. We also observed that the
hot-scale method has worst performance if the container is
already memory-thrashing. All these performance tradeoffs and
overheads need to be duly considered for selecting the right
scaling method.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section II we present
a brief background on containers, scaling and checkpointing. In
Section III we present the technical and semantic differences
between our scaling methods. In Section IV we present the
results of our experiment-based comparison of the scaling
methods. We survey the literature for related work in Section
V. Finally, we conclude and discuss our future work in Section
VI.

II. BACKGROUND
A. Linux Containers
Linux containers are perceived as a lightweight
virtualization technology, and are often compared to virtual
mahcines. In fact, containers do not emulate the physical
resources. Instead, containers act like process level wrappers
that isolate the application and account for its resource
comsumption. Containers leverage the Linux namespaces [50]
for isolation (e.g., network, process ID, mount points, etc.) and
control groups (cgroups) [51] to limit and account for the
resources (such as CPU, memory and disk I/O) consumed by
its processes. A container is spawned based on an image. An
image is an immutable filesystem and a set of parameters to
use when instantiating the conainer at runtime. Such image
may include the executable files of the process(es) (in the
container’s root file system once started). It can also point to
volumes that are mounted to the container when it is
instantated. There exist several container runtimes tor
managing a container’s life-cycle (creation, update and
deletion) such as LCX, Docker, rkt and OpenVZ amongst
others [52]. In this study, we use the Open Container Initiative
specification-compliant runC [53] implementation of the
popular Docker container runtime.
B. Horizontal Scaling
Horizontal scaling is a response to workload variation by
scaling in/out the number of instances of a given application
[54]. The process of scaling is significantly simplified with the
use of virtual machines and containers, since the application
and its environment is captured in an image that is easily
restored. Automated scaling (auto-scaling) features are
typically expressed by rules and policies defined by the
application’s owner. The monitoring features of a system will
detect the violation of those rules and trigger an auto-scaling
event. Auto-scaling typically involves adding/removing new
instances as well as auto-configuring the load-balancer to
reflect those changes. In this study, we achieve ‘warm’ and
‘hot’ container scaling, as introduced in Section I, via
(container’s) process checkpoint and restore as described next.
C. Checkpoint and Restore
Amongst the various existing process checkpoint and
restore techniques in Linux [55], we use a popular user-mode3
implementation in CRIU (Checkpoint and Restore in UserSpace) [56]. CRIU enables checkpointing a running process as
a collection of files (pagemap, open files, open sockets, etc.),
which can later be used to restore and resume the process’
operations from the point in time it was frozen at. The
checkpoint procedure relies heavily on /proc file system where
CRIU fetches the information it needs concerning files
descriptors, pipes parameters, memory maps etc. For the
restore step, CRIU reads the dump files generated in the
checkpoint phase, forks the process, and then restores its
resources (memory, sockets, credentials, timers, etc.).
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The changes needed in the Linux kernel to support kernel-mode CR where
not included in upstream Linux. Therefore, we opted not to use them.

We use CRIU with Docker-runc to enable checkpointing a
container’s processes, which then forms the basis for warmscale and hot-scale provisioning, described in detail in Section
III. We use the base stop-and-checkpoint approach in our
experiments. Other flavors supported by CRIU include
incremental, iterative, and post-copy checkpointing.
III. CONTAINER SCALING METHODS
Stateful applications can have a lengthy initialization phase.
For instance, we measured the start up latencies for a
containarized MySQL and ElasticSearch to be 7.5 and 7
seconds respectively, while the container start up time is below
1 second. This Section illustrates how we orchestrate a new
instance initialization based on three different scaling methods
causing different initialization times. We use the Docker
container runtime and CRIU-based container checkpointing.
i) Cold-scale: In this method, we instantiate an application
container from its base image using the default Docker run
command. Although the first execution will fetch several base
image layers from the Docker hub [57], in our experiments we
assume the base image exists on the target node. The
application initialization latency is then the amount of time it
takes for the application to get ready following its container
instantiation.
ii) Warm-scale: In this method, as a pre-processing step, we
first start an application container as in Cold-scale. Once it is
initialized and the application is ready, we use CRIU to take a
memory checkpoint of the container. CRIU persists this
checkpoint in a set of files together comprising a mem-dump.
Any filesystem changes made by the application itself during
initialization (e.g. creation of database init files, configuration
file changes, etc.) are persisted in the container’s rootfs
directory. Thus, for consistency, we also capture the
container’s rootfs state, quiesced right after the checkpoint.
This, together with the mem-dump collectively constitutes a
warm-image4, which is used to provision a new application
container instance using CRIU-restore. This then allows a new
instance in Warm-scale to avoid the application initialization
latency.
iii) Hot-scale: Instead of booting from a post-init checkpoint
as in Warm-scale, a new instance in Hot-scale is created ondemand as a live clone of an already running container (the
source). With hot-scale, the new instance also gets access to
the runtime caches of the source container, which may help it
attain peak performance quickly (see Section IV-3). In this
mode, we use CRIU’s remote page-server model to generate a
mem-dump of the source container directly at the target host’s
memory (using tmpfs as an in-memory mounted file system).
The rootfs disk state would also need to be checkpointed for
access by the new instance, after which the source container
can be resumed. In our experiments, we used a data federation
framework from Cargo[45] to enable consistent rootfs access
for both container instances (which is sufficient due to the
read-only nature of our test workload, i.e. the instances are not
4

Alternatively, a data cache could also be incorporated as part of the warmimage, after an anticipatory identification and preloading of important data.

modifying the state on disk). The rootfs together with the
mem-dump then constitutes the hot-image, which is what the
new instance gets provisioned with using CRIU-restore.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND COMPARISON
We compare the three scaling methods along the following
three dimensions:
(i) Instance size- total size of the base image including
both disk and memory states
(ii) Readiness latency- total time to get a new application
instance up and running
(iii) Post-init performance- runtime performance of a
newly created application instance
We used MySQL and ElasticSearch as our test
applications, due to similar performance tradeoffs for the
different scaling methods for both, and the lack of space we
present results for only the former here onwards.
A. Testbed Setup
We conducted our experiments on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
machines, each configured with 4 CPUs, 4 GB memory and
25GB disk with ext4 filesystem. The machines were
configured with the Docker container runtime v1.12.5, and
CRIU v2.8 for checkpoint-restore. As one of our test
applications, we selected one of the most popular database
applications from Docker hub- MySQL 5.7.15. We used the
standard Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB)[46]
benchmarking tool to measure MySQL performance under
different workload patterns.
The test workload consisted of 400K database read
operations, generated using two request distributions, namely
(i) Zipfian- for popularity-based long tail access, and (ii)
Uniform- for uniformly random access pattern. The workload
was run against a 200MB database table size, consisting of
50K records, each 4K in size. To evaluate the behavior of
scaling methods under different operating states of an
application, we explicitly enabled the query cache
configuration for the MySQL engine. We defined two extreme
operating states for an application namely (i) memory-residentwhen all workload data fits in memory (query cache =
256MB), and (ii) memory-thrashing - when only part of the
data can reside in memory at any given point (query cache =
128MB). For each workload-type, we recorded the average
latency and throughput observed by the YCSB client. Each
experiment was performed atleast 3 times to ensure
consistency in the results.
B. Results
We present the comparison results here, and discuss our
observations on these results later in section IV-C, while
considering all performance implications together.
1. Instance Size
We define instance size to refer to the base image size for the
application container. For cold-scale instantiation, this refers
to the regular base image hosted and pulled from the Docker
hub, which for MySQL is around 400MB. For warm-scale

booting, the size of the warm-image increases to 520MB. And
for hot-scale live cloning, the size of the hot-image was
recorded as 920MB for memory-resident application
configuration, and 790MB for the memory-thrashing state (the
difference is consistent with the cache size configuration: 256
versus 128 MB).
2. Readiness Latency
We define readiness latency as the time from container
instantiation until an application is ready to provide its service,
after having completed its initialization operations. We
measured the readiness latency in both cases −when the
instance image resided on disk, or in memory (tmpfs). For
cold-scale instantiation, the average readiness latency for
MySQL was measured to be 7.5 seconds. The image location
(on disk or in-memory) had a negligible impact. For warmscale provisioning, the application readiness latency is the
same as the container restore time, since the application is
restored to its initialized state. This was measured to be 300ms
and 400ms on average, for in-memory and on-disk hosting
respectively. The readiness latency for the hot-scale method
includes both −the checkpoint time at the source host, and the
restore-time at target host. As shown in Table I. it ranges
between 900ms to ~1.3s for the different combinations of
image hosting locations (network bandwidth was ensured not
to be a bottleneck)
TABLE I.

Checkpoint
Restore

CHECKPOINT-RESTORE TIMES FOR HOT-SCALING
Local
on-disk
0.58s
0.7s

Local
in-memory
0.45s
0.47s

Remote
on-disk
0.91s
-

Remote
in-memory
0.9s
-

3. Post-init Performance
Once initialized and ready for service, we ran the YCSB test
workloads, as described in Section IV-A, against our database
application. Figures 1 (a) - (d) show the performance of the
newly instantiated MySQL container, for the different
operating states and access patterns. The plots show time series
of the response latency for incoming requests (the relative
trends for throughput curves are similar to the latency plots,
and are thus omitted for brevity). The data points also include
the readiness latency, most easily observed for the cold-scale
method by its null performance for the first few seconds.
The first general observation we make is that the runtime
performance for cold-scale and warm-scale methods is similar
for all workloads and operating states, except for the higher
readiness latency for the former.
The benefits of hot-scale provisioning can be seen in
Figures 1(a) and 1(b), where for a memory-resident application
state, a newly created instance can immediately start serving
requests with low latencies. This is due to its already-warm
cache at instantiation, a hot-scale instance does not have to go
through a cache warming phase that causes higher service
latency for its competitors. Furthermore, the total execution
time for the YCSB run is also lower for hot-scale instance14.4s vs. 18.1s, indicating a 25% higher throughput. In the case
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Figure 1. Runtime performance comparison for Cold-scale, Warm-scale and Hot-scale methods
of memory-resident setting, similar results were observed for
both zipfian and uniform access distributions.
TABLE II.
query-cache
stats

MEMORY THRASHING OVERHEAD
Zipfian

Uniform

Cold-scale

Hot-scale

Cold-scale

Hot-scale

Cache inserts

137K

143K

219K

231K

Cache hits

262K

256K

180K

168K

Cache prunes

114K

145K

197K

232K

The memory-resident setting is only one facet of hot-scale
provisioning. When an application operates under a memorythrashing state, we observed that it performs worse than its
competitors as shown in the Figures 1(c) and 1(d). The initial
service latency is higher for cold-scale and warm-scale
provisioned containers during the cache warming phase
(between 0-2s). Then, relatively low latencies are recorded
until the cache becomes full (between 2-10s). Thereafter,
increasingly high latencies are noticed due to memory
thrashing. On the other hand, for hot-scaling, this thrashing
state gets captured in its mem-dump, and the new instance
directly gets restored with such memory thrashing. As a result,
we notice high latencies from the beginning of its instantiation.

The total execution time and throughput for the YCSB run
against this hot-scale instance is worse by 46% for Zipfian and
64% for uniform access pattern, as compared to the other
scaling techniques. To further substantiate the thrashing
overhead, we collected the actual query-cache stats from the
MySQL engine.
As shown in Table II, more cache pruning occurs for the hotscale method in a memory-thrashing application state, which
deteriorates runtime performance.
3.1 Impact on Source Instance
Unlike cold-scale and warm-scale approaches, an instance
created via hot-scaling is dependent on its source container’s
state at the time of its instantiation. The source application may
observe operational disruption during a hot-scale instantiation,
with the performance impact depending upon the cloning
efficiency. During checkpointing, CRIU freezes the complete
process tree of the container for consistency. Thus, as seen
from the Figures 2(a) and 2(b), during checkpointing the
source’s throughput drops to zero and latency increases by
300%. This is for base CRIU stop-and-checkpoint approach,
and a lower impact may be observed with its other
checkpointing flavors such as incremental or iterative clone
that adds additional overhead depending on the frequency of
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Figure 2. Runtime performance overhead for source container during hot-scale live cloning
iterations. Another option is to use post-copy, which may
impact the performance on the destination due to memory
misses caused by accessing pages that have not been copied yet
to the destination.
C. Observations and Recommendations
In this section, we consider all the evaluated performance
parameters together to draw general conclusions. For warmscale provisioning, the size of the image was about 25% larger
than the base image in cold-scale’s case, and it delivers the
same steady-state runtime performance as the latter. But its
value comes from hiding the application initialization delay
and a near-constant readiness latency that is less than 1 second
compared to 7.5 seconds with cold-scale. Therefore, especially
for short-lived containers where readiness latency is critical,
warm-scale provisioning is more suitable. For example, on
serverless platforms [43,44] where user actions are required to
be executed in real-time in response to an event, they can be
hosted in warm-scaled containers. Similarly, for IoT (Internet
of Things) workloads [58] warm-scale containers are better
match.
For the hot-scale method, the image size is a function of
the amount of memory being used by a container. In our
experiments, we measured it to be almost 100% larger than
the base image. And it has about 2x readiness latency as
compared to warm-scaling. But at runtime it delivers 25%
higher throughput than its competitor. Thus, for containers
where attaining a steady-state throughput quickly is critical,
hot-scaling should be employed. For instance, while scaling an
application for load-balancing, it is desirable to have a newly
added instance operating at highest performance immediately.
Similarly for scaling a Hadoop cluster running data intensive
map-reduce task, or an HTTP web server hosting static pages.
In hot-scale provisioning, the running state of the source
application is shared with the target instance, along with any
data. Thus, from a security aspect hot-scaling should be
limited to intra-tenant container scaling, while warm-scale can
be used (cautiously) in a multi-tenant environment (especially
for applications that do not require authentication and

authorization). Also, as discussed in Section 3.1, another
aspect, which needs to be considered, is the performance
implication on the source application instance. This may vary
depending on the CRIU checkpoint mode used during hotscaling. This scaling method is ideal for migrating an
application, where the source instance is to be
decommissioned post-scaling, while the application keeps
running at scale with minimal disruption. E.g., when migrating
a container to a different physical machine with better
performing hardware.
Finally, the most important take-away is: “hot-scale is
not always as hot”. If you hot-scale a container while it is
thrashing for low memory, then the new instance enters the
thrashing state sooner. Thus, it is important to monitor and
understand the operating state of a container for hot-scaling.
V. RELATED WORK
Existing container scaling techniques employ a start-fromscratch / cold-scale approach [1,2,3,5,7], while we also explore
warm-scaling so as to avoid the application initialization
latency [36]. While warm-scaling uses checkpointing for
obtaining a container snapshot to base a new instance from,
checkpoints have traditionally been used to provide fault
tolerance / high availability at various abstraction levelsapplication runtimes [27-33], containers [4], VMs [9, 10, 1821] and others [34,35]. In addition, checkpointing has also
been employed as a means to suspend or consolidate idle
systems [23, 24, 25, 37].
In this study, we also compare a hot-scaling
methodology, where new container instances are created by
live-cloning running containers. In the VM domain, such
cloning-based instance creation has been employed for
dynamic server scaling [41, 42, 17], parallel worker forking
[12] and speeding up system testing [38]. Fast scaling can also
be achieved by image-based techniques such as caching [15],
p2p streaming [13], and lazy fetching [26].
While instance creation from snapshot also exists in the
VM domain [39], they do not focus on warm-scale's

motivation of avoiding application initialization latency. A
similar approach is also proposed in [14], but to minimize OS
re-initialization latency during VM restart. Scaling via
replication is also hinted upon in [6] for Tomcat application
server containers. Other related work in the VM domain that
comes closest to our motivation includes the proposal in [22],
Twinkle [11], Dolly [8], and Jump-Start Cloud [16]. In [22],
the authors propose using VM image caches in order to speed
up concurrently booting VMs. However, they do not consider
the application ready time that this study focuses on. Twinkle
[11] speeds up VM instantiation by minimizing the VM
snapshot size to consist of the working set of memory pages.
In our case, the container snapshot size is significantly smaller
than for VMs (application-only vs. application + OS), hence
we focus on minimizing the application startup time. Unlike
Twinkle, we also examine the effect of a warm cache on a
new instance’s performance. Dolly [8] proposes a database
provisioning system based on VM cloning, where new
instances are provisioned based on snapshots and paused
VMs. Again, our analysis is different in that we do not see the
need to use paused containers, since the restore time of a
container is not significant. Moreover, we demonstrate that
depending on the workload and the application parameters,
starting from a clone may not always be beneficial for
performance. In Jump-Start Cloud [16], an adaptive snapshot
replication technique is proposed for high availability while
considering the available resources. Whereas, we are not
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